THE EUROPEAN UNION’S RESPONSE TO THE GLOBAL FINANCIAL CRISIS – CAN MEMBER NATIONS AVOID A MOVE TO PROTECTIONISM?
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The economic integration of a 27 countries into the European Union (EU) has embraced both rich and not so rich countries with the mandate of working together with the single aim of a free market economy focused on strong economic growth. After an extended period of such growth, the EU finds itself in the midst of the global financial crisis. This article looks at the effect of the global financial crisis on the European Union, the responses formulated by the European Commission as well as responses by individual Member States. The article also comments on certain Member States that are adopting protectionist strategies in order to survive the current economic downturn.

The global financial crisis has seen stock markets round the world plummet, a sharp decrease in the supply of inter-bank credit and financial markets become disarrayed. The effects of the crisis on well developed economies have been twofold. Firstly unemployment has risen and continues to rise as firms tighten belts or at worst become insolvent. The Gross Domestic Product (GDP) of both developed and developing nations has dropped due to the severe downturn in global trading.

Unlike economic downturns of the past, national approaches to the current crisis cannot solve the problem. Rather a global approach is vital. The G20 summit in April 2009 promulgated stimulus packages and concluded that the regulation of global financial markets is essential in order to avoid a repeat of what is essentially an economic catastrophe.

On 15 September 2008, the alarm bells rang signaling that all was not well in the United States (US) economy when Lehman Brothers declared bankruptcy with USD639 billion in outstanding debts. It was the largest bankruptcy event in the history of the US and sent shockwaves through a market that had just witnessed the nationalization of US financial giants Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac. On 16th
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September 2008 the Federal Reserve bailed out another American giant, AIG, providing USD85 billion to cover their exposure to toxic securitized loans and credit default swaps. Two days later, the US Government announced a USD750 billion program to buy toxic assets from banks and announced bank deposit guarantees for all banks\(^1\). The impact of these events resulted in a decline in consumer confidence and liquidity since termed the Global Financial Crisis because its effects have been felt all over the world.

At first Nation States in the EU viewed the financial crisis as a purely ‘American’ problem. However this view changed as economic activity in Europe declined rapidly over a short period of time, witnessed by a sharp decline in global trade resulting in the erosion of the market for European exports, which have typically provided a safety valve for domestic industries cutting output\(^2\).

According to Dick Nanto, the global financial crisis seems to be affecting the global economy on two fronts\(^3\). The first is among the more developed global economies where subprime mortgage losses were much higher and there was excessive leveraging of investments, resulting in some investments with negative equity. This has been compounded by a lack of credit default swaps; a financial instrument used as a form of insurance policy against securitized mortgage defaults.

In particular Great Britain has suffered more than other EU countries as it was vulnerable to the global financial crisis on three fronts. Firstly, the British economy was exposed directly to the credit crisis through the activities of its own large banks and by London’s position as an international finance centre. As confidence in the banking and financial sectors failed, large losses were crystallized. This affected Great Britain in much the same way as the United States as the services and financial industry makes up a large part of the British economy. Secondly, British households had run up the biggest debt relative to disposable income of all the G7 nations attributable to the easy availability of consumer credit loans. The effect of this over extension has been evidenced by bankruptcy rates, which have tripled since the equivalent period in 2004\(^4\). Finally, British house prices had risen extremely quickly in an overheated market during the preceding years\(^5\). An abundance of zero and negative equity loans have multiplied the effects of falling property prices.
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1 EUROPE’S RESPONSE

Unveiled by President Jose Manuel Durao Barroso in November 2008, the European Commission’s coordinated response to the global financial crisis has, in its own words, two key pillars:

- “A major injection of purchasing power into the economy to boost demand and stimulate confidence”, the substance of which was an immediate injection of €200 billion (or 1.5% of GDP); and
- “The need to direct short-term action to reinforce Europe’s competitiveness in the long term”. This is made up of “smart investment” and other terms amounting to protectionism in the European single market in the form of localized stimulus packages.6

At the G20 summit in April 2009 the EU contributed €75 billion – 100 billion to reinforce the mandate of the International Monetary Fund’s resources.7

Following that meeting, the EU put €300 billion worth of recapitalizations and €2.5 trillion worth of guarantees into the financial system.8 €400 billion has been put into initiatives to help industry and businesses and support public investment projects and assist household purchasing power.9 However the European Commissioner Joaquin Almunia acknowledges that financial assistance alone is not enough but requires reforms in the area of regulation and supervision of the financial markets. On 29 April 2009 the European Commission proposed a Directive on Alternative Investment Fund Managers to create a comprehensive regulatory and supervisory framework at the European Level. The proposed Directive is designed to enable Member States to improve ‘the macro-prudential oversight of the sector and to take coordinated actions as necessary to ensure the proper functioning of financial markets.’ This, it is envisaged, will tighten up existing regulatory frameworks at national levels.10

These responses to the crisis and the fiscal packages that have followed have drawn much criticism particularly of inactivity and of a lack of coordination between Member States. Is this criticism valid? It is important to note that the European
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The single market was based on the notion of free trade, which is inherently anti-regulation. Also, as has been discussed, many European banks did not have the exposure to the subprime mortgage crisis as did their counterparts in the United States and, subsequently, are not in such dire straits. The EU Commission perceives the main problem in the Community as a lack of confidence in the banking sector, resulting in investors withdrawing liquidity from the market. In a press conference in Brussels in October 2008, Mr. Barroso reiterated that the challenge was to “inject credibility” into financial markets as well as providing additional liquidity. The use of two “pillars” in the economic recovery plan serves to show the two fronts on which the Commission wishes to address the current crisis. These fronts are discussed below.

II MONETARY POLICY

The Commission’s Economic Recovery Plan sets out the guidelines for the role of the European Central Bank (ECB). Its main role is to maintain stability and confidence in the banking system and to encourage banks to resume normal lending practices and ensure central bank interest rate cuts are passed on to customers. The ECB aims to achieve this by guaranteeing supply of credit at the set rate. This represents a departure from convention as usually the ECB will provide a set amount of cash to the market at allow market forces to determine the interest rate for access to funds. With a guaranteed supply of cash, banks will be encouraged to seek credit and to resume normal lending activities. The intended effect will be that confidence is restored to the market, allowing the financial system to continue its recovery.

Some commentators view this role as very limited, especially in comparison to the role taken on by the United States Federal Reserve in buying up toxic assets and government bonds. It is arguable, however, that by engaging in the purchase of such toxic assets, the central bank is acting outside its prescribed monetary policy guidelines. Furthermore, such transactions within the marketplace can be easily interpreted as participating in fiscal policy, which blurs the line between government and the supposedly independent central bank. ECB Chief Jean-Claude Trichet defended the Bank’s position in a speech in Tokyo in April 2009. In his address, Mr. Trichet made the point that “as compared to the United States, which has primarily a market-based financial system, the euro area is very largely bank-centred.” This implies that by purchasing capital market financial instruments
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such as government bonds, the ECB would not be engaging in monetary policy suitable to the financial system of the European Union.

III FISCAL POLICY

The implementation of fiscal policy has arguably been the most contentious issue with regard to Europe’s response to the global financial crisis. Although the Commission has set general guidelines as to how much member states should allocate to fiscal stimulus and where it should be directed\(^\text{15}\), the issue of exactly how the stimulus packages should be implemented remains to be resolved. Additionally, the allocation of responsibility for allocating stimulus funds to member states has resulted in a return to protectionism, with voters asserting that taxpayer funds should be used to benefit only those within the country. Examples of incidents of protectionism by various countries are outlined below.

This political pressure was evident in French president Nicolas Sarkozy’s treatment of the Peugeot group. In February 2009, the French government approved a loan of USD3.9 billion to save Peugeot Citroen on the proviso that the factory closures to not occur in France. Mr. Sarkozy was quoted as saying that money was not to be given to the auto industry “so we can hear about a new plant moving to the Czech Republic or wherever”\(^\text{16}\). Such blatant protectionism is not surprising given its history for socialism and political activism. French politicians have urged the president to protect more French jobs, keep factories open and curb bosses’ pay\(^\text{17}\).

More of a surprise, however, is the action taken by German government who, historically, has prided itself on balanced budgets and isolating itself from corporate matters in its social market economy\(^\text{18}\). However in light of the current financial crisis – and, again, its effect on the auto industry – the German government has introduced a buy-back scheme for old cars to encourage consumption\(^\text{19}\) and is currently mulling a bail-out of GM subsidiary, Opel\(^\text{20}\). It should come as no


surprise that the auto industry is receiving a helping hand. Firstly the ability to build a car has always been a matter of national pride. This is especially true of the Germans, who are well aware that their cars are considered by many to be the best in the world. As such, any effort to prop up the ailing industry is also a good political move

Politicians in the Netherlands have voiced similar concerns about the flow of capital outside national borders. Prime Minister Jan Peter Balkenende recently conceded that Member States were under “intense pressure to use scarce tax revenues mainly for our own countries”. The concern is based around the fact that although the economic and social pains being faced by governments such as rising unemployment and social welfare bills and decreasing tax revenue are felt at the national level, the gains that will result from any stimulus activity will inevitably leak across national borders due to the single market.

The Commission’s support of protectionism is surprising. Article 14 of the Treaty provided for ‘an area without internal frontiers in which the free movement of goods, persons, services and capital is assured’. Restricting the flow of funds to within national boundaries creates artificial barriers to the free movement of capital and threatens the legitimacy of the single market. In addition, it promotes potentially inefficient industry. The same argument has been used in the United States regarding General Motors (of which Opel is a subsidiary). A CNN opinion poll has shown that 76 per cent of respondents would rather American automakers face bankruptcy than receive more government funds. By injecting scarce stimulus funds into inefficient businesses member states risk missing the mark with their stimulus packages and prolonging the economic pain.

Despite its perceived vulnerabilities and a forecasted 4.1 per cent drop in GDP, Great Britain’s economy has fared better than first expected. With limited dependence on the manufacturing sector (only 13 per cent of GDP), the decline in consumption of expensive items such as cars have affected Germany and Japan more than Great Britain. In addition its larger manufacturing industries, pharmaceuticals and aerospace, are more recession proof than mainstream consumer products. This has also helped to shield Great Britain from the crisis in a small way. Interestingly, a 27 per cent slide in the value of the sterling has also been beneficial to the British economy. British exporters have gained a slight edge, propping up a manufacturing industry suffering reduced demand at home. A
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slightly weaker sterling also helps combat deflation, which would otherwise increase the real cost of debt\textsuperscript{26}. This is especially important considering the high amount of leverage of both the average household and the government\textsuperscript{27}.

The second front on which the crisis is being played out on is that of the emerging markets. Many of these markets have been growing at an alarming rate due to an influx of foreign investment, proactive government policy and a renewed appetite for leverage. In the wake of the global financial crisis, however, many investors have pulled out of these markets in an effort to preserve capital. This is not reflective of the underlying strength of the emerging economies but has wreaked havoc with local currencies and capital reserves. Many of these countries have been forced to accept IMF funding due to the sudden withdrawal of capital. This is especially evident in Europe, with the economies of Ireland and the Eastern Europe, making full use of the availability of credit to finance their own bull markets.

Known as the Celtic Tiger, Ireland was a success story for the new economy. The combination of a low corporate tax rate (10-12.5 per cent), government and EU subsidies, relatively low wages and access to European markets encouraged many multinationals such as Microsoft and Dell to set up regional bases in Ireland\textsuperscript{28}. A low capital gains tax rate (20 per cent) and government programs\textsuperscript{29} helped fuel the construction boom that employed thousands and made developers such a Sean Dunne instant celebrities with their excesses\textsuperscript{30}. Unlike their counterparts in the more developed financial world, Irish banks did not engage in as many subprime or securitized loans. Instead, these banks drastically increased their loans to developers\textsuperscript{31} and encouraged consumer debt.

Eastern Europe has been through a similar process. Fueled by relatively low wages and government reforms, the economies of Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia have grown at an average rate of 7 per cent per annum since 2000\textsuperscript{32} and has earned the
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For both regions, the fallout from the economic crisis has been similar. In 2008, Ireland’s gross domestic product (GDP) fell 2.3 per cent - the largest annual decline since statistics were first compiled and the government predicts Ireland’s economy to shrink by a further 7 per cent in 2009. Unemployment has risen to 11 per cent and Ireland’s tax revenue has decreased by 23 per cent in the first quarter of 2009 accordingly. Public sentiment has soured, with the streets of Limerick – a town shaken by the loss of 2,000 jobs at Dell – adorned with posters that read “Rich get pay-offs. We get layoffs”.

Political unrest is also growing in Eastern Europe. T-shirts with slogans such as “Nasing spesal” – a play on the Latvian finance minister’s heavily accented assertion that his country’s economic problems were caused by “nothing special” – are selling fast, somewhat ironic considering Latvia’s retail sector as declined 17 per cent year on year. The economies of Eastern Europe are expected to decline by 3 per cent as a whole in 2009. More serious, however is the increase in political activism, with violent protests in Latvia, Lithuania, Bulgaria, the Czech Republic and Hungary following weeks of violence in Greece. Protests over government responses the financial crisis has seen the collapse of the government in both Iceland and Latvia.

Other countries in the region have not fared quite so badly. Despite a 30 per cent slide in its national currency (one of the few un-pegged Balkan currencies), Poland has fared surprisingly well. It is one of the few countries to be in a position to accept a €20.5 billion line of credit (to be distinguished from a bailout) from the

International Monetary Fund and is seen as more resilient due to government regulation and bureaucracies in place since the start of their economic boom\textsuperscript{38}. 

\section*{IV CONCLUSION}

It is generally accepted that to repair the inherent problems in the global economy, a period of pain must be endured in the present to secure the future. Looking forward, Europe’s greatest challenge lies in the actual preservation of the common market. The first problems to be addressed are the temptation to ramp up protectionism for the sake of a political agenda. Governments need to use the current crisis this opportunity to allow the labor and capital markets to correct them, improving the efficiency of local resources. While any job losses at this time will obviously be unsavoury, the efficiency and competitiveness advantages that will come from proper reform will help to create jobs in the long term. It is up to policymakers to ensure that this message is communicated to the public.

Secondly, developed EU nations such as Germany must take the lead in assisting weaker economies to weather the financial storm and to properly meet EU guidelines for adoption of the Euro and accession to the Euro zone. The developed EU economies also stand to gain from assisting economies such as Eastern Europe by ensuring that the market for exports that has benefited from the adoption of the single market continues to thrive. Essentially, countries such as Germany will be securing markets for their own exports, which in turn bolster their own manufacturing industries. In addition to this, economic cooperation with emerging economies allows countries such as Germany to speed up the process of expanding the Euro zone and the adoption of the Euro. The biggest hurdle to this expansion has been the reluctance of the Baltic States to adopt economic reforms and guidelines. This can be used as a carrot to encourage a higher level of regulation and corporate responsibility, strengthening the economic state of the EU as a whole.

Finally, emerging economies in the EU must make themselves available for help and be willing to accept the conditions of that help. Apart from the initial cash injections, cooperation with the rest of Europe will bring about three major benefits to emerging economies. Firstly, by accepting regulation and reform, emerging countries will become less susceptible to the volatile capital markets through the rebuilding of solid economic foundations with the developed economies of Europe. Secondly, for those countries that have not yet joined the Euro, economic cooperation will speed up the required compliance process. By cooperating with the economic leaders of the EU, emerging economies will be able to show they are ready and stable enough to join the Euro. Finally, by showing themselves to be reasonable and responsible financial managers, emerging economies will gain credibility on the global stage.

Any response to the financial crisis must be coordinated and decisive. Regardless of state borders, the European Union now operates as a single unit. Its fiscal and monetary policy should therefore be formulated as a whole. The European Commission must formulate a true coordinated response, with specific guidelines regarding the allocation of funds. The fundamentals of the European economy seem strong. As in any public policymaking, the role of policy makers is to provide the market with the tools to exploit the strengths of its marketplace. Unfortunately, it seems most of the action has been left to Member States and will of political agendas which as can be expected in a crisis of this nature are protectionist in nature. Commissioner Almunia averts to this in his speech at the John Hopkins University.\(^{39}\) He states that the EU must not go down the path of protectionism but must ensure an open and fair multilateral trading system and free flows cross border investment. Europe must boost increased investment in research and innovation and create more flexible markets in order to promote business. Finally he states the transition to a low carbon economy must continue with a focus on carbon reduction and renewable energy accompanied by cleaner technologies.\(^{40}\)
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